+ and L respectively denote the interior and the boundary of the unit circle with centre at the origin.
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ON THE NON-LINEAR RIEMANN PROBLEM FOR AN INFINITE SYSTEM OF FUNCTIONS WITH DEVIATED ARGUMENT
Let S + and L respectively denote the interior and the boundary of the unit circle with centre at the origin.
W.Leksihski suggested the following problem to the author.
Problem. Investigate whether there exists an infinite sequence Q (z)|of functions, holomorphic in the domain S + ,whose boundary values = u^t)+iv a (t) are of Hblder class such that their real parts u Q (t) and imaginary parts v Q (t)satisfy at each point t e L the infinite system of boundary conditions
tte1,2,3 f ... We make the following assumptions.
1° The real functions a Q (t), b a (t) and c Q (t) of the complex variable t are defined on L and satisfy Holder's condition 
n=1,2,3,...
where M^, m^, B n and D ni denote some positive constants, 0 ^ h <1. 3°. The complex function 1 (t) defined for t e L is continously differentiable and maps L onto itself in a one-to--one way such that the orientation is preserved. Solution. Consider the functional space A of all infinite sequences U = [^(t)}» whose terms are complex functions continuous on L. The distance in this space is defined by the formula °° II jj y| (6) It is well-known that A is a space of the type BQ. Let Z(R,£) he the set in A whose points U = | l Pri(' t )j are all infinite sequences of functions satisfying the inequalities
where R and h are the constants appearing in assumptions 1° and 2°, and a? is some positive constant. The set Z(R,i) is closed, convex and compact.
Following the method presented in [2] and assuming the notation
we can transform the set defined ahove as follows Yn(t) = an(t)+ihn(t) c (t)+ F n n (8) follows from consideration on the non-linear Riemann problem given in [l] . In view of (2)- (6) and (8) 
10) t,$p(t) ,<p <x(t) -F. n t't 9»(t')ff>[«(t')] <Bn|t-t +D n1
Non-iinear Riewann problem
Assumption 3 assures that there exists a positive constant appearing in estimation (10). Taking into account estimations (9), (10) and considering properties of the canonical solution X*(t) we conclude that we can apply Plemelja-Privalov's theorem to the functions Y n (t) defined hy (8). This givec the following formulas Hence if the constants Mn,Dn,R of our problem satisfy conditions (14) and (15), the operation (8) transforms the set Z(R,3C) into itself.
Repeating the reasoning given.in [2] one can prove that transformation (8) is continuous. This allows to apply Scha^-uder-Tichonov's theorem [3], [4] , which results in-the following corollary:
The infinite system of integral equations which is obtained from (8) 
